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The essence of a tourist 
product

"A product is everything that is offered on the 
market to satisfy the desires or needs of 
consumers." So this concept includes physical 
things, services, activities, people, places, 
organizations and ideas. 

A tourist product - is a collection of both goods 
and services purchased by tourists, as well as 
tourist attractions that they use, and which are 
of particular interest to them.
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The essence of a tourist
product

Tourist attractions:

 they are values of the natural environment,

 goods produced or processed by man, which are used 

by a tourist during a trip or stay related to recreation. 

These are accommodation and catering facilities: 

hotels, motels, agritourism accommodation, inns, 

restaurants, bars, etc.

 paratourism attractions, eg. swimming pools, playing 

fields, tennis courts, and cultural facilities, such as 

cinemas, theaters, philharmonics, and service facilities, 

such as banks, postal and telecommunications offices, 

craft workshops and shops.
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The essence of a tourist
product

Tourist services:

 all kinds of intangible goods offered to tourists.

Tourist product: 

 everything that satisfies the needs and preferences of 

tourists

Package of services:

 it is a set of tourist services used to satisfy the complex 

needs of tourists.
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Classification of destinations:

 rest in an attractive natural environment;

 learning about interesting natural phenomena;

 use of cultural goods;

 health improvement;

 participation in big events;

 visiting relatives and friends;

 economic and professional purposes;

 satisfying religious needs.
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Types of tourist products
 Main product – satisfying basic needs in a specific type 

of tourism,

 General product- being the basic version of the 
product,

 Expected product– associated with expectations to its 
features,

 Improved product– enriched with a set of additional 
properties that distinguish it from the competition's 
products,

 Potential (psychological) product– including what may 
make it more attractive and cause the tourist to choose 
the one and not the other.
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Categories of a tourist product
 Tourist product – an item that can function

independently or is usually only an addition to other
products. According to its name, it is only material
good, for example tourist maps, equipment,
souvenirs, etc.
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Categories of a tourist
product

 Tourist product– service includes a single tourist 
service, e.g. hotel, catering, guide.
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Categories of a tourist
product

 Tourist product – an event is characterized by
a high thematic and organizational cohesion and a
specific location in time and space (uncommonness,
uniqueness).
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Categories of a tourist
product

 Tourist product– a party consists of a set of 
several services or services and material 
goods offered by tourism organizers.
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Categories of a tourist
product

 Tourist product – an object is characterized by the
presence of one main attraction (service) and
additionally several accompanying services,
concentrated in one place (object), for example
a museum, hotel, cave, natural monument.
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Categories of a tourist product
 Tourist product – a trail consists of many places or

objects associated with a certain precedent
idea, connected by a usually marked route.
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Categories of a tourist product

 Tourist product – the area (region, town, national
park, etc.) is a special, geographically
determined type of tourism product. This is called
an internally complex set of elements
distinguished for their specific location in space,
characterized by tourist values.
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Tourist product - territorial
criterion:

Area products - a group of products defined 

as naturally attractive areas in which various 

forms of tourism, mainly alternative, natural, 

landscape, cultural, recreational and 

agritourism can develop.
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Tourist product – territorial
criterion

 Linear products - a group of products whose 

characteristic feature is movement; this is a 

specific way to develop active tourism, the 

necessary element of which is to create a 

dense network of hiking, cycling, canoeing, 

horse and other routes along with an 

extensive accompanying infrastructure (bike 

rentals, accommodation along the route, 

parkings, information points).
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Tourist product – territorial
criterion: 

 Spot products - a group of products that favor 

the development of health, spa, conference, 

business and recreation tourism; these are 

most often cities with their immediate 

surroundings, which perform the functions of 

information and service centers for tourism.
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Classification of tourist products
Types of tourist

products

Characteristics Examples

Local They cover a given town or only a 

part of it

The Dominican Fair in 

Gdansk

Regional They run through the area of 

several municipalities and other

territorial units

Tatar trail in Podlasie

Transregional They cover several regions North-East Stork Trail

International Most often, linear products that run 

through the territory of several 

countries

Canoeing on the 

Augustów Canal to the 

Niemen River

Intercontinental Tourist products offered by travel 

agencies that require travelling 

between continents

Safari from Europe to 

Africa

Global Travel by water, land or air, Travel in 60 days around 

the world

Interplanetary Expeditions into space Flights from the Earth to 

the Moon
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Features of the tourist product:

 it is consumed at the place of creation -
consumption and production processes 
usually take place in the same place and 
time;

 it can not be produced for stock or stored -
consumption depends directly on the size of 
demand;

 it can not be transported - it is necessary to 
"transport" the purchasers of the product so 
that the consumption does not occur;
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Features of the tourist product:

at the moment of purchase, the buyer is not 
able to get acquainted with the product - the 
substitute may be, for example: photos from 
the catalogue, films (in fact, we buy dreams 
of a holiday);

 it requires quite high fixed costs - related to the 
so-called being ready to provide services 
(rental fees for premises, consumed energy, 
employees' wages, contracts, etc.);
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Features of the tourist product:

The tourist product is usually:

 complex - is a collection of fewer or more services 
(sometimes also tangible goods) offered by the 
manufacturer;

 diverse - elements of the tourism product (services) 
are very varied, non-standard, non-uniform, and can 
occur in different combinations;

 elastic - in addition to the set form it can take other 
forms according to the tourist's needs;

 seasonal - there are periods of significant growth and 
a clear decline in demand for a specific product.
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Structure of the tourist 
product

The most frequently mentioned components of 
the tourist product structure are:

product core (proper)

 real product

expanded product.
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Structure of the tourist product

 Proper product (essence, product core) it is the
basic benefit (or rather, the collection of benefits)
experienced by a tourist who chooses a particular
place in order to satisfy a particular requirement. It
consists of all the features that create the service
of the place (attractions of the area), satisfying a
specific type of requirements (aesthetic
experience related to the beauty or uniqueness of
the place, rest in a place with special qualities,
meeting interesting people, improvement of
health, experience of original cognitive
experiences, etc.) .
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Structure of the tourist product

Real product creates features that make it
possible to consume the right product. These
are the features that make up the basic
tourism services associated with getting to the
place, food, accommodation and providing
other elementary conditions necessary for the
consumption of the right product.
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Structure of the tourist product
 Expanded product consists of features that make

consumption more effective and varied, reinforce
basic benefits and reduce disappointment. Through
these features the competitive struggle is fought and
the client is being sought, trying to distinguish the
product from the others as much as possible. These
features include: the appearance and condition of
the accommodation, the condition of the rooms, the
quality of their equipment, cleanliness, order and
aesthetics of the interior, culture, friendliness and
professionalism of the staff, the efficiency of
equipment elements, culture, cleanliness and
professionalism of the catering service, quality and
selection of dishes, etc.
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Structure of the tourist product
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Elements of the tourist product

Idea 

The image of the 

place

Marketing

Additional

advantages

Good organization Additional services

Basic services

Natural and 

anthropogenic 

services 
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Evaluation of the tourist product

quality of basic services: accommodation, meals, 
aesthetics, functionality, comfort, adaptation to 
individual customers and target groups,

elements of accommodation equipment and 
surroundings, all infrastructure, landscape, village 
climate, natural and cultural attractions, cultural 
heritage (historical approach), environmental 
protection, accessibility to convenient roads and 
connections,

additional services, complementary, in the object 
itself and in the surroundings, the richness and 
variety of offers, as well as the activity of free time,
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Evaluation of the tourist
product

 individual approach and treatment of the customer -
guest; style, language, atmosphere, communication, 
mood and serenity (or irritability),

 device safety, medical and ecological safety as well 
as contract and quality guarantee,

 the actual compliance of the services and offers 
provided with those presented in advertising, 
promotional and information materials, as well as the 
quality of communications, its sources and the ability 
to communicate (telephone, fax, internet
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Goods and services - ingredients of 
a tourist product

 Tourist goods and services: are a basic component of 

a tourist product and they complement each other.

 Three groups of goods and services on the tourist 

market:
 goods and services for which tourism is the only 

demand-generating factor, e.g. travel, 
accommodation, guide services,

 goods and services purchased in connection with 
tourism, but they only represent a certain substitution of 
consumption in other periods and elsewhere, e.g. 
footwear, clothing,

 goods and services that meet the same needs of tourists 
as well as non-tourists, e.g. health care.



Elements of tourist potential

Structural resources

 Tourist attractions,

 Tourism 

development,

 Transport 

accessibility,

 Other.

Functional resources 

 Economic,

 Technological,

 Psychological,

 Ecological,

 Political,

 Socio-demographic

 Cultural. 30
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Functions of tourist services

FUNCTIONS OF TOURIST SERVICES

Economic Social Ecological

Accommodation Leisure and spa Guides on national and 

landscape parks

Gastronomic Guides on cultural

objects

Gastronomic with

organic food

Transport Entertainment and 

integration

Health (rehabilitation, 

therapeutic)
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The life cycle of a tourist product : 

It is a phenomenon of gradually acquiring and then 

losing the product's ability to meet the needs of 

tourists.

1. The idea development phase 

2. Launch phase

3. Sales growth phase

4. Stabilization phase

5. Decline phase 
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The life cycle of a tourist product: 

1. The idea development phase: this is the period in 

which the product is produced based on market 

observation, in particular tourist preferences and 

the use of market niches.

The phase is invisible for the market, which requires 

large financial outlays, knowledge and the use of 

intellectual potential.

In this phase, innovation is primarily pursued.
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The life cycle of a tourist product: 

2. Launch phase

 phase of awareness - the consumer is aware of innovation but 

lacks more information,

 phase of interest - the consumer receives a lot of information 

about the benefits resulting from the purchase of a given 

product, and therefore increases his interest in this product,

 phase of value estimation - the consumer estimates the benefits 
of buying the product and considers the meaning of its purchase,

 the trial phase - the consumer tries the product to determine its 

functional properties,

 acceptance phase - the consumer decides to buy a new 
product.
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The life cycle of a tourist product: 

3. Sales growth phase: it is characterized by 

acceleration of turnover. The number of tourists 

purchasing a product is growing, mainly as a result 

of promotional campaigns.

The increase in sales volume, the number of buyers 

and the building of product loyalty require 

increasing efforts to improve the quality of the 

product.

In this phase, the brand of the product should be 

strengthened.
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The life cycle of a tourist product: 

4. Stabilization phase (product maturity): the sales 

growth rate slows down and competition increases.

In this phase of the product the main function is to 

maintain the current position on the market 

(consolidation of brand trust) by the so-called 

promotion.

In this phase of the product's maturity, the sales 

volume reaches a climax, followed by a negative 

growth rate accompanied by a drop in profit.
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The life cycle of a tourist product: 

5. Decline phase: is associated with the aging of the 

product.

It is a real market phenomenon that plays an 

important role in competitive struggle, so it must be 

subject to analysis and planning.

After exceeding the critical point, the product enters 

the phase of decline, stagnation and even total fall. 

In order to prevent the product from falling or even 

dying, it is necessary to follow the path of reviving the 

product and thus increasing sales.
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Brand

The well-known brand is:

The brand is a recognizable product, service,
place, tourist package adapted to the
recipient and perceived by the tourist as the
best suited to his needs with a guarantee of
quality and uniqueness.
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The tourist product brand

The brand is usually understood in two ways.

 In part as a trademark, a symbol representing the 
manufacturer. Often the brand is then identified with 
the concept of logo - a graphical sign playing the 
marketing and information role.

 A wider approach to the brand means a whole 
composed of the product, its visualization and the 
identity and image of the producer along with the 
emotions evoked in the environment related to the 
product or producer, specific features and values.
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The tourist product brand

 A brand product is a product that provides certain 
benefits, most often associated with high product 
quality.

 This product is recognizable in conditions of high 
competition.

 Brand recognition shapes customer loyalty towards it, 
thus giving it a competitive advantage over other 
brands (products) on the market.

The research on customer behavior shows that 
consumers are guided by quality and price (70%) and 
brand (43%) when shopping.
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The tourist product brand

The tourist brand 

is a comprehensive 
tourist product that is 
easily identifiable to a 
potential tourist.
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The tourist product brand

 the wide concept of a tourist brand - related to tourist 
areas and attractions, as a complex of activities 
directed to the local (regional) tourist product.

 the narrow concept of the tourist brand - associated 
with the service offer of individual tourism market 
entities (e.g. hotel, guest house, restaurant, travel 
agency, museum).

Narrow tourist brands can affect the attractiveness of 
regions or localities and facilitate the creation of wide 
tourist brands and influence their shape.
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Features of the brand tourist 
product

 authenticity - related to natural and cultural values 
occurring in a given environment,

 attractiveness - associated with natural, material and 
socio-cultural values of a given place,

 uniqueness - associated with an unprecedented 
concept (core product),

 guaranteeing - related to ensuring high quality of the 
product (especially services),

 comprehensiveness - related to offering a package of 
tourist goods and services,
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Features of the brand tourist product

 recognition - associated with the possession of the sign
(logo) and effectively conducted marketing,

 cohesion- related to the compliance of the product 
assumptions with the development strategic programs in 
the field of regional policy, tourism and environmental 
protection,

 openness - related to the kindly and friendly reception of 
tourists,

 availability - related to the adaptation of the product to 
the requirements of individual tourists,

 flexibility - related to the possibility of using the product in 
stages and introducing possible corrections during the use 
of the product.
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